Neighborly cubical polytopes exist: for any n ≥ d ≥ 2r + 2, there is a cubical convex d-polytope C n d whose r-skeleton is combinatorially equivalent to that of the n-dimensional cube. This solves a problem of Babson, Billera & Chan.
Introduction.
In Chapter 12 of his famous book [10] Grünbaum discusses the concept of k-equivalence of polytopes. A d-polytope P is k-equivalent to a d ′ -polytope P ′ if the k-skeleta of P and P ′ are combinatorially equivalent. An interesting case occurs when dim P = dim P ′ . In this situation Grünbaum calls the k-skeleton S of either polytope dimensionally ambiguous.
Assume d < d
′ . Then S is called strongly d-ambiguous if there is another d-polytope Q, the existence of the unique cubical 4-polytope with the graph of the 5-cube this implies that the graph of the 5-cube is strongly 4-ambiguous.
2 Neighborly cubical polytopes.
We refer to [10, 15] for general introductions to polytopes and polytopal complexes. Two polytopes or polytopal complexes are combinatorially equivalent if their posets of faces are isomorphic. In the following, a d-cube is any polytope that is combinatorially isomorphic to the standard d-cube
A combinatorial cube is such a d-cube, for any d. A cubical polytope is any polytope all of whose proper faces are combinatorial cubes. The k-skeleton of a polytope is the polytopal complex given by all faces of dimension k or less. We say that P has the k-skeleton of a cube if its k-skeleton is combinatorially equivalent to that of a combinatorial cube. A neighborly cubical polytope is a cubical d-polytope (with 2 n vertices for some n ≥ d) which has the (⌊ d 2 ⌋ − 1)-skeleton of a cube. This notion was introduced in [3] , where neighborly cubical spheres were constructed, and the question about the existence of neighborly cubical polytopes was raised. We start with explaining the choice of parameters in this definition.
Proposition 1 (Characterization of Cubes [6])
Any cubical d-polytope has at least 2 d vertices. If a cubical d-polytope has exactly 2 d vertices, then it is a combinatorial d-cube.
Corollary 2
If all the k-faces of a d-polytope have 2 k vertices, for all 0 ≤ k ≤ d − 1, then the polytope is cubical. If in addition the polytope has 2 d vertices, then it is a combinatorial cube.
It is well-known that the f -vector of a cubical polytope is subject to restrictions that are similar to the Dehn-Sommerville equations for simplicial/simple polytopes. (Every 2-polytope is simple and cubical.)
Proposition 5
If a d-polytope P has the r-skeleton of the n-dimensional cube, then all k-faces of P are cubes for k ≤ 2r.
Proof. Let F be a k-face of P and k ≤ 2r. By induction on k we can assume that F is cubical. If F is simple then F is a cube by Lemma 4. Thus assume that F has a vertex v of degree k ′ > k. Let a 1 , . . . , a k+1 be k + 1 distinct vectors such that v + a i is a neighbor of v in F . As dim F = k, the vectors a 1 , . . . , a k+1 are linearly dependent, i. e. we can choose ⌊ ⌋ = r. This contradicts the assumption that P has the r-skeleton of a cube.
We note here that in the simplicial case more is true: If a d-polytope P has the r-skeleton of the n-dimensional simplex , then all k-faces of P are simplices for k ≤ 2r + 1. In particular, a d-polytope P has the r-skeleton of the n-dimensional simplex for r ≥ ⌈
Corollary 6
If a d-polytope P has the r-skeleton of the n-dimensional cube for r ≥ 
Projections.
We discuss the effect of orthogonal projections on polytopes. Everything in this section is well-known; it is included for the sake of completeness. Let P be a full-dimensional polytope. A vector n is normal with respect to a facet F of P if it is orthogonal to F and it points "to the outside," that is, if the linear functional corresponding to n and restricted to P attains its maximum at the points in F . A vector is called normal with respect to a face G if it is a positive linear combination of normal vectors of all facets of P containing G. Equivalently, the linear functional corresponding to a normal vector of G attains its maximum at the points in G. Obviously, every facet has a unique normal vector of length 1, while a face of higher codimension does not. Consider an orthogonal projection π onto some proper affine subspace.
Lemma 8
If the face G has a normal vector orthogonal to the direction of projection, then the image π(G) is a face of the polytope π(P ). Conversely, if G is a face of π(P ), then the full preimage π −1 (G) is a face of P with a normal vector orthogonal to the direction of projection. The lemma above characterizes the "shadow boundary," that is, it describes the faces that are mapped to the boundary of the projection. Note that this may include faces of G that are mapped to faces of lower dimension, cf. Figure 1 .
Lemma 9
The restriction of π to a face G is injective if and only if G has a normal vector which not orthogonal to the direction of projection.
Combining the two lemmas above gives the following characterization.
Corollary 10
A face G is mapped onto a face π(G) of the same dimension if and only if it has a normal vector which is orthogonal to the direction of projection and another one which is not.
We can also say something about the shape of the projection in this case.
Lemma 11
A face G is mapped onto a face π(G) of the same dimension if and only if the faces G and π(G) are affinely isomorphic. r , and
This is clearly a combinatorial (d + 1)-cube, with the complete the linear description
The projection π : R d+1 −→ R d that deletes the last coordinate yields the d-polytope
One Fourier-Motzkin elimination step [15, Sect. 1.2] shows that P can also be described in terms of its facets by
This P is a cubical 2r-polytope with f 0 = 2 d+1 vertices and
It is also easy to see that P has the (r − 1)-skeleton of a (d + 1)-cube, either using the criteria of Section 3, or by direct verification from the complete description of the polytope in terms of facets and vertices. This example of a polytope with the d 2 -skeleton of a cube is amazing because of its simplicity, and also because of its symmetry: It has a vertex-transitive symmetry group, and only two orbits of facets.
Second construction.
Blind & Blind completed a classification of the (combinatorial types) of cubical d-polytopes with 2 d+1 vertices in [7] . From this classification, we derive below that for even d, there is exactly one combinatorial type of a d-polytope with the The cube C d+1 has d + 1 pairs of opposite facets
The combinatorial types P (k, l, m) of liftable d-polytopes with at most 2 d+1 vertices are given by the boundary complexes of the cubical balls B(k, l, m). The number of vertices of P (k, l, m) equals 2 d+1 if and only if k, m ≥ 1. Note that P (k, l, m) is combinatorially equivalent to P (m, l, k); thus in the following let k ≥ m. There are ⌊d 2 /4⌋ suitable triples (k, l, m) with k ≥ m ≥ 1. A polytope P (k, l, m) is r-neighborly if for every r-face H of C d+1 , there is some facet of B(k, l, m) containing H, and some facet of the complement 
Corollary 13
) is the unique ( ) and P (
).
Now we compute the f -vector of
With the same reasoning as above, an i-face of C d+1 is a face of P (k, l, m) if it lies in some facet of B(k, l, m), and also in some facet not in B(k, l, m). We deduce that
The Cubical Upper Bound Conjecture.
From the analogy to the simplicial case one is tempted to expect that the neighborly cubical polytopes achieve equality for the cubical upper bound conjecture.
Conjecture 14 (Cubical Upper Bound Conjecture, Kalai [3, Conjecture 4.2])
Let P be a cubical (d − 1)-sphere with f 0 (P ) = 2 n vertices. Then its number of facets is bounded by that of
Theorem 15
In the special case n = d + 1, Conjecture 14 is true if restricted to cubical polytopes. However, it is false for spheres even for d = 4 and n = 6.
Proof.
(1) The proof for polytopes relies on the classification of Theorem 12. Here we can disregard the "2-fold non-linearly capped" d-polytope P d N LC , since it has the same f -vector as the "2-fold linearly capped" d-polytope, which is P (d − 1, 1, 1 ), see [7, Figure 1 ]. Thus our problem is to minimize, for fixed d and i, the function
For this, we note the simple properties and inequalities
from which the claim immediately follows. 
A non-cubical polytope.
Here we give an example of a non-cubical 4-polytope with the same graph as the 5-cube. For this it is helpful to have yet another coordinate representation of the cubical 4-polytope with the graph of the 5-cube. Let P be the polytope defined as the convex hull of the following 32 points in R 4 . Note that each row corresponds to four distinct points due to arbitrary variation of the signs.
All these points are vertices. Moreover, the last eight vertices span a facet F = {x ∈ P : x 4 = 0}, which is a 3-cube. The graph of P is isomorphic to the graph of the 5-cube. Projecting the polytope P onto the facet F from a point beyond F yields a polytopal complex, the Schlegel diagram of P with respect to F , which is essentially equivalent to the boundary complex of P [10, Sect. 5.3] [15, §5.2]. For our example, the whole Schlegel diagram has the same symmetry group of order 16 as a prism over a square. Thus it is sufficient to consider a diagonal section as indicated in Figure 2 . Now remove the 2-face spanned by the 4 vertices (±1, ±1, 4, 1) and merge the two facets containing it. This yields a regular cell complex C whose 1-skeleton is the same as before, that is, it is isomorphic to the graph of the 5-cube. Clearly, ||C|| is homeomorphic to the 3-sphere. But, as realized, C is not polytopal because the angle α in Figure 2 exceeds π. It is fairly obvious that the modified cell complex C can be realized as a polytopal complex by an appropriate change of the coordinates, such that finally α becomes less than π. It may be less obvious that -for a special choice of coordinates -the transformed diagram with α < π can be lifted to a 4-polytope P ′ . Here is a realization:
The polytope P ′ has one facet that has 12 vertices, namely (±1, ±1, 1, 0), (±2, ±2, 4, 0), (±5, ±5, 16, 0).
Therefore P ′ is a 4-polytope with the graph of the 5-cube which is not cubical.
Alternating Oriented Matroids and Cyclic Polytopes.
In Section 6 we will construct a class of polytopes which are "cubical relatives" of the cyclic polytopes. The combinatorial structure of the cyclic polytopes is well-known [10, Sect. 4.6] [15, Example 0.6]. We give a brief account in the framework of oriented matroids, which also captures the "interior combinatorial structure" of the cyclic polytopes.
Let C d (n) be the cyclic d-polytope on n vertices. It can be realized as the convex hull of n points on any curve of order d, such as the moment curve t → (t,
Any point configuration in R d , and thus any polytope via its vertices, gives rise to an oriented matroid [ 
There is a notion of duality for oriented matroids which generalizes duality of projective spaces. In the case of the alternating oriented matroids, the dual of C(n, d + 1) is obtained from C(n, n − d − 1) by reorienting every other row in the representation above, 
From the representation of the alternating matroid and its dual given above it is obvious that that a deletion (omitting a row in the primal oriented matroid) or a contraction of the first element (omitting the first row and the first column in the primal oriented matroid, which amounts to omitting the first row in the dual) again gives an alternating matroid (on fewer points and, in the second case, of smaller rank).
The number of facets of C d (n), that is, the number of positive cocircuits of the alternating matroid C(n, d + 1), is known to be 6 The general case.
The following is our main theorem: "Neighborly cubical polytopes exist!" -they can be obtained as projections of deformed cubes. As mentioned in the introduction, the case d = 2 and the case n = d + 1 were known previously.
Theorem 16
For any n ≥ d ≥ 2r + 2, there exists a combinatorial n-cube C n ⊆ R n and a linear projection map π :
is a cubical d-polytope whose rskeleton is isomorphic to that of C n (via π).
Proof. We first construct a combinatorial n-cube C n (ε) ⊆ R n that depends on a parameter ε > 0; then we verify that for ε sufficiently small the projection π : R n → R d to the last d coordinates preserves the r-skeleton; and finally we argue that π(C n (ε)) = C n d is cubical. (A) For 0 < ε ≤ 1 define C n (ε) ⊆ R n as the solution set of
This set is a combinatorial n-cube. To see this, we verify by induction on k that all solutions to the first k conditions of (1) satisfy
In fact, the upper bound of (2) increases with k, and for k = 1 we have ε|x 1 | ≤ 1, so
is surely satisfied. Thus we may use induction, and for k ≥ 2 estimate
In this computation the second term is always smaller in absolute value than the first, that is,
and from this we see that C n (ε) is a combinatorial cube. (It is an iterated deformed product in the sense of [2] ).
(B) Now let π : R n → R d be the projection to the last d coordinates, (x 1 , . . . , x n ) −→ (x n−d+1 , . . . , x n ). Claim 1. For sufficiently small ε > 0 and n ≥ d ≥ 2r + 2, the orthogonal projection π :
preserves the r-skeleton. That is, π restricts to an isomorphism
of polytopal complexes.
To verify this, we need to see that every r-face F of C n (ε) is mapped bijectively to an r-face π(F ) of C n (ε). By Corollary 10 this is equivalent to the condition that for every r-face F there is a normal vector which is orthogonal to the direction of projection and another one which is not.
In our specific situation, let F be an r-face of C n (ε), and let v ∈ C n (ε) be a vertex of F . Then there are unique signs σ 1 , . . . , σ n ∈ {+1, −1} such that v is determined by
while F is characterized by the additional choice of a set S ∈
[n] n−r of n − r indices:
where C n (ε) itself is given by
In order to show that all π(v) are vertices of π(C n (ε)), we must thus check that, for any choice Σ = (σ 1 , . . . , σ n ) ∈ {±1} n of signs, the rows of the n × (n − d)-matrix
given by
for j < k have a positive linear dependence.
We also have to show that each r-face has a normal vector which is not orthogonal to the direction of projection. But, this is obvious: for any set of rows of the matrix A(Σ) (for an arbitrary vector Σ of signs) set, e. g., the coefficient of the last row to 1 and all the others positive but sufficiently small. This positive linear combination yields a non-zero vector.
At an r-face F ⊆ C n (ε) only n − r restrictions are tight, so Claim 1 now reduces to the following. Claim 2. For sufficiently small ε > 0 and for every choice Σ ∈ {±1} n of signs, every set of n − r rows of A(Σ) has a positive dependence. Let A(Σ) := (a kj ) 2≤k≤n,1≤j≤n−d ∈ R (n−1)×(n−d) be obtained by deleting the first row of A(Σ). An index set S ⊆ {2, 3, . . . , n} will be called alternating if it alternates between odd and even numbers; for example {2, 3, 6, 9} and {3, 4, 5, 8} are alternating, but {2, 3, 5, 6} is not. A set of rows of S is alternating if the corresponding index set is alternating. Using this concept, we formulate the following Claim 3, which clearly implies Claim 2. } and {1, t, t 2 , . . . , t n−d+1 } are two different bases for the vector space of rational polynomials of degree at most n − d + 1. Thus the matrix A = A(Σ) arises by invertible row operations from the matrix
whose maximal minors are Vandermonde determinants. For part (iii), start with the alternating index set {2, 3, . . . , n} for the rows of A. Now successively delete any r rows from A, but whenever a row is deleted, we remove also the next row above or below that has not yet been deleted. Thus in each of the (at most) r deletion steps, we remove two adjacent rows of A, and hence the index set is kept to be alternating. After all this, we are left with a submatrix A of A that has at least n − 1 − 2r rows and whose index set is alternating. Since n − d + 1 ≥ n − 1 − 2r, we may take the first n − d + 1 rows of A. any two values ±i, ±j ∈ α there is an even number of "zeroes," that is, an even number of values k such that ±k ∈ α for i < k < j.
satisfies the usual (simplicial) Gale evenness criterion, and
Proof. Define p = min{i ≥ 0 : ±(i + 1) ∈ α}. We use this parameter to classify the positive circuits of the 2n
, where σ i ∈ {+1, −1}. Now α (p) must yield a positive circuit in the contraction obtained by deleting the first p rows and columns. But this contraction is just a dual of a cyclic oriented matroid, with every element doubled. Thus the Gale evenness condition is both necessary and sufficient. Next we determine the correct sign σ = σ p such that {σ p · p} ∪ α (p) is a positive circuit of the respective contraction, that is, so that the corresponding rows of M have a linear combination with positive coefficients for which the last n − d − (p − 1) components vanish. We get the answer by comparison with {±(p + 1)} ∪ α (p) :
• If the gap between (p + 1) and
is a positive circuit of its contraction by the Gale evenness criterion, for any small enough ε > 0, and hence also for ε = 0. Then the "(−1) p+1 " component of ±(p + 1) can be replaced by the "(−1) p+1 ε" component of (−1) p+1 · p. Hence If the gap between p and α (p) is odd, then we need σ p = (−1) p+1 .
• If the gap between (p + 1) and α (p) is odd, then {±(p + 1)} ∪ α (p) is a circuit with negative element "±(p + 1)" and all other elements positive, since it violates Gale's evenness criterion. But then if we replace the "(−1)
p+1 " component of ±(p + 1) by a "(−1) p ε" component of (−1) p ε, we get a positive circuit supported on {(−1) p p}∪α (p) . Hence If the gap between p and α (p) is even, then we need σ p = (−1) p .
7 A counter-example to the Cubical Upper Bound Conjecture.
The following construction of a cubical 3-sphere starts with the cubical 4-polytope C 6 4 , whose f -vector is (64, 192, 192, 64) . By local "surgery" (the cubical equivalent of a bistellar flip) we will obtain a cubical 3-sphere with f -vector (64, 196, 198, 66 ): Thus we have a counter-example to Kalai's cubical upper bound conjecture, verifying the second half of Theorem 15. The verification that the cubical flip can indeed be performed relies heavily on the description of C 6 4 given by the "cubical Gale evenness criterion" (Theorem 18). Adopting standard oriented matroid notation we denote a k-face of the 6-cube by a sign vector in {+, −, 0}
6 with k zeroes. Each k-face of C 6 4 corresponds to a k-face of the 6-cube. Thus the non-empty faces of C 6 4 also correspond to certain sign vectors in {+, −, 0}
6 .
We show that C (b) The ball to be glued in.
Consider the cubical 3-ball Φ = A ∪ B ∪ C. Its boundary ∂Φ is a cubical 2-sphere.
Lemma 20
Each facet of C
6
Proof. Consider the following three pairs of 2-faces: (A\B, B\A), (B\C, C\B), and (A\B, C\B). We prove that for each such pair (X, Y ) none of the vertices of X is on a common facet with any vertex of Y . The claim then follows. We proceed case by case. Assume that F is a facet that contains any vertex from A\B = (−+0−+0) and any vertex from B\A = (−−0++0). Then F = (−0u0+v), where u, v ∈ {+, −, 0} are to be determined. Either u = 0 or v = 0. The "cubical Gale evenness criterion," Theorem 18, case p = 1, implies that the initial minus sign must be followed be an even number of zeroes, which is impossible. In the second case B\C = (−+0++0) and C\B = (−−0+−0). Hence a presumptive facet would have coordinates (−0w+0x) with either w = 0 or x = 0. By the "cubical Gale evenness criterion," Theorem 18, case p = 1, the initial minus sign is followed by an even number of zeroes, so w = 0 and x ∈ {+, −}. Neither choice extends the single zero at position 5 to an even number of zeroes.
In the final case we would have a facet (−0y00z) with y, z ∈ {+, −}. But, we cannot get rid of the single zero in position 2.
Due to the preceding Lemma it is possible to replace the subcomplex Φ by an arbitrary cubical 3-ball with the same boundary without changing the topology. In particular, the Lemma implies that replacing Φ by a cubical 3-ball with the same boundary still yields a cubical complex; that is, the intersection of any two of its faces is again a face. One crucial (but not sufficient) condition is that each of the eight edges in B\C and B\A is contained in at least four facets. Actually, half of them are contained in five facets each. We modify the boundary complex of C 6 4 by a "local surgery," as follows: remove the three facets A, B, C together with the two 2-faces between them, see Figure 3 (a). Into the resulting "hole," glue a cubical ball that consists of four edges (connecting the vertices of A\B with the corresponding vertices of C\B), eight 2-faces and five cubes (four cubes grouped around a central 3-cube whose top facet is in A\B, and whose bottom facet is in C\B). The resulting cubical sphere Ψ has the f -vector f (Ψ) = f (C ⌋-stacked.
